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Excerpt from the order-in-council respecting alien enemies drafted at
Government House in Ottawa, Ontario on Wednesday, October 28, 1914.
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Government House
Ottawa, Ontario
October 28, 1914
… it is expedient [appropriate] and necessary to take measures to prevent espionage [spying] and also to prevent
alien enemies in Canada who are likely
to render [provide] effective military
assistance to the enemy from returning
to the enemy’s service, and to provide
for the proper supervision and control
of such aliens as may be so prevented
from leaving Canada, and the detention
under proper conditions and maintenance
where required of such of said aliens as
it may be found necessary to intern as
prisoners of war …
(7) … such aliens of enemy nationality
shall be required to declare whether or
not he desired and has the means [money]
to remain in Canada conformably [willing to conform] to the laws and customs
of the country….. If yea, such alien of
enemy nationality may be permitted [allowed] his liberty, subject to the conditions aforesaid and the provisions of
this ordinance. If nay, he shall be interned as a prisoner of war ….
(8) If any alien of enemy nationality
who is by the terms of this ordinance
required to register, fails to do so
within one month after publication of
the proclamation … or if he refuse [sic]
or fail to answer truly any of the questions put by the registrar, or if, being
registered he fail to report as hereinbefore required or …
to observe any of the conditions on
which he is permitted to be at liberty,

he shall in addition to any other penalty to which he may be therefor by law
liable be subject to internment as a prisoner of war ….
(9) Where any alien of enemy nationality
interned under the provisions of this
order has wife or children living with
and dependent on him, such wife and children shall be permitted to accompany him.
[Signed]
Rodolphe Boudreau

Lubomyr Y. Luciuk, In fear of the barbed wire fence: Canada’s first
national internment operations and the Ukrainian Canadians, 1914–1920
(Kingston, ON: Kashtan Press, 2001), pp. 3–4. Reproduced with the
permission of Lubomyr Luciuk.
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Editorial in the Kanadyiskyi
Rusyn (Canadian Ruthenian)
Excerpt from editorial written by newpaper editor Alexander
Shusko, published on August 1, 1914, in Kanadyiskyi Rusyn
(Canadian Ruthenian). Three days later, Great Britain declared war
against the Central Powers of Germany and Austro-Hungary.
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Canadian Ruthenian
Saturday, August 1, 1914
[The war is] … a struggle between
two cultures, two worlds—a struggle
between Europe and Asia, a struggle
between European culture and Asiatic barbarism, a struggle between
light and darkness. The fact that
the Germanic states—Austria and
Germany, illustrious [admired] representatives of European progress
and culture are confronted by old
Latin France and old Germanic England, who have aligned themselves
[sided] with Asiatic Russia in this
great conflict, is a momentary and
fortuitous [fortunate] matter of little
consequence…Our sympathies have
been, are and always will be on the
side of European progress, that is to
say, principally on the side of Austria
which is especially well-disposed to
us, and never on the side of barbaric
Russian tsarism, the age-old oppres-

sor of the Ukrainian people and the
mortal enemy of allprogress and humanity …. Our sentiments [feelings]
have been conclusively and most
accurately documented by recent
reports concerning the enthusiasm
with which our countrymen are hastening from all corners of the world
… to take their place beneath the
triumphant banners of Austria—hastening [moving quickly] to manifest
[show] their loyalty to the remarkable
Austrian Emperor and their love and
readiness to sacrifice their lives and
fortunes for their families, for the
future of their Fatherland and for the
glorious destiny of their own people.
- Alexander Shusko

Orest T. Martynowych, Ukrainians in Canada: The Formative Period,
1891–1924 (Edmonton, AB: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press,
1991), p. 317.
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The Globe newspaper article
Excerpt from a newspaper article written by Philipps
Thompson in The Globe on March 29, 1918.
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they found themselves ostracized
[excluded]. They were deprived [fired]
of their employment, not allowed to
Friday, March 29, 1918
leave the country, and many of them
interned on any display of natural
In striking contrast with the conten- resentment [if they showed any sign
tion that Canadians are fighting for
of disagreeing with what happened
freedom, democracy and the obserto them], or on the merest suspicion.
vance of national obligations, is the
Those who were guilty of the “crime”
mean and unworthy spirit of perseof sending money to their starvcution [punishment or harassment]
ing wives and families at home [in
displayed towards the so-called “alien Austria-Hungary] were sentenced to
enemies” who are quietly attending
terms of imprisonment. Our courts
to their own business here. These
have almost invariably dealt harshly
people are here on our invitation.
with any man of alien birth accused
For many years successive Governof minor offences, inflicting heavy
ments both Liberal and Conservapenalties frequently accompanied
tive, despite the protests of the labor with coarse [rude] and brutal insults
unions, have spent millions of dollars from the dispenser of alleged justice
in scattering over Europe invitations [judge]. Bear in mind that the great
to men of all nationalities to settle
majority of these people are only
in Canada, where they would be free enemies in a technical sense, being
from military despotism [absolute
about as loyal to Hohenzollern [Gerpower and control by the military]
mans] or Hapsburg [Austrians] as a
and be accorded equal opportuniSinn Feiner [Irish Republican] is to
ties with our own people. They took
the British Empire ….
us at our word, came by the hundred
thousand, and were made welcome
and regarded as desirable accessions
Lubomyr Y. Luciuk, In fear of the barbed wire fence: Canada’s first national
[additions] to our population. Sudinternment operations and the Ukrainian Canadians, 1914–1920 (Kingston,
ON: Kashtan Press, 2001), pp. 49–50. Reproduced with the permission of
denly on the outbreak of the war
Lubomyr Luciuk.
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Report on Ukrainian-Canadian
community and loyalty to the
Austro-Hungarian Empire
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Excerpt from a document attached to a secret report sent by the Governor

General of Canada to the Right Honourable Lewis V. Harcourt, Secretary of
State for the Colonies in the British Government.
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RE: Secret Report
Persons of German or Austro-Hungarian origin born in Canada regard themselves as Canadian citizens
and take the same pride and interest in the welfare of this country
as citizens of British descent. The
120 000 Canadian citizens who were
born in Germany or Austro-Hungary
have come to Canada for the purpose
of making this Dominion their adopted country. In fifteen or twenty
years their children will be indistinguishable [no different] in sentiment [attitude] from Canadians of
British descent. They have no love
for military service and they appreciate the freer conditions and
more liberal institutions which
they enjoy in this country. Under
the laws of their country they can
apparently be called on for military service in that country in case
of war although resident and locally naturalized [achieved citizenship] in Canada. A few of them might
be disposed [willing] to return for
this purpose as a patriotic duty;
and some others might be induced
[convinced] to do so under the fear
or threat that otherwise any property or inheritance in their native country would be confiscated

[seized]. But the vast majority have
no intention of doing so. The Austro-Hungarian Consul in Montreal
has informed me that a very large
number of the Austro-Hungarians in
Canada are ignorant and illiterate
peasants who are greatly alarmed by
the conditions which confront them
since the outbreak of the war. They
speak some five different languages
and only a limited number can speak
English intelligibly [clearly]. Under the war conditions about to prevail in Canada there will be a great
deal of distress and destitution
[without money] among them.…The best
precautions possible will be taken
to prevent any unlawful acts which
might be contemplated [considered]
by a few hotheads among the population of foreign birth [enemy aliens].
Harsh measures of a general character would not only be undesirable,
but in a country of such vast extent
would undoubtedly be ineffective.
[Signed]
Honourable Lewis V. Harcourt

Lubomyr Y. Luciuk, In fear of the barbed wire fence: Canada’s first national
internment operations and the Ukrainian Canadians, 1914–1920 (Kingston,
ON: Kashtan Press, 2001), pp. 61–62. Reproduced with the permission of
Lubomyr Luciuk.
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House of Commons speech
regarding the reasons for
interment
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Excerpt from a transcript of a speech given by Canada’s Minister of
Justice, the Honourable C. J. Doherty, to the House of Commons on
April 22, 1918.
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Speech by Honourable C.J. Doherty
House of Commons
April 22, 1918
At the outset [beginning] of the war
the Government had an option to
expel [remove] the persons of enemy
alien nationality … at the outset of this war, we took the position, not only that we would allow
these people to remain within the
country, but I might say at the suggestion—and I might even say upon
the insistence—of the authorities
of the Mother Country [Great Britain] we took the position that these
people, those of them at all events
who were of military age, should
not be allowed to leave this country. And, taking that position, not
only consenting [agreeing] that they
should remain but actually preventing their departure, we felt bound
so long as they violate no law of
this country, so long as they behaved themselves as good citizens
within this country, to extend to
them the protection of the law …. We
announced to them at the same time
that those of them who by act or
word showed a spirit of hostility to
this country, or who did not conform
[follow] to the laws of this country,

would be interned. And large numbers were interned. Some of them for
cause. Quite a number of them were
interned more largely under the inspiration of the sentiment of compassion [for sympathetic reasons], if I
may use the expression, than because
of hostility. At that time, when the
labour market was glutted [were no
jobs], and there was a natural disposition [feeling amongst employers]
to give the preference in the matter
of employment [to give jobs] to our
own people, thousands of these aliens
were starving in some of our cities
…. However that may be, a considerable number for cause, and an additional number for the reasons which
I have given, were interned, until at
one time we had some seven or eight
thousand interned aliens …. We found
that the sentiment [feeling] of every
man who came into contact with the
Austrian who was interned was that
he was absolutely not dangerous.
Endowment Council of the Canadian First World War Internment Recognition
Fund, The affirmation of witnesses: The causes and consequences of Canada’s
first national internment operations, 1914–1920 (Banff, AB: Kashtan Press,
2011), p. 20. Reproduced with the permission of Lubomyr Luciuk.
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Enemy aliens must go
Excerpt from an article published in the Winnipeg Telegram
on February 10, 1919, three months after the conclusion of the
war.
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The Winnipeg Telegram
Monday, February 10, 1919
The deportation of enemy aliens is one of
the most pressing questions of the moment.
There can be no doubt that the enemy
aliens must go. The pressure of public opinion, not alone that of the returned soldier,
who knows the enemy alien far better than
any who have stayed at home, but of the
whole country, has already forced the Government to give way partially on this point,
and that pressure will continue until the
whole question is settled by the deportation
of every alien who cannot substantiate his
loyalty to Canada’s cause….
These immigrants were encouraged to come
to Canada, it is true. They were offered the
privileges of Canadian citizenship, the right
to live here, and to make money here. That
has been freely granted them ….
On the other hand, these immigrants also
have their undertakings to keep…. They
came here for the pupose of becoming
Canadian citizens. They came here to a
country freer to individual opportunity

than that they came from. They came with
a full understanding that in coming they
must undertake responsibilities, even as
they were given the privileges of Canadian
citizenship.
How have they carried out their share of
the mutual bargain? By proving a constant
menace [bother] ever since the war started.
By terrorizing the loyal people of the district in which they were the majority. By
acclaiming [celebrating] the victories of our
enemies. By refusing to aid the cause of
Canada. By giving every possible aid and
comfort to the foe [enemy].
No one proposes that those who have been
truly loyal to Canada, who have faithfully
carried out their share of the bargain, and
become true citizens of Canada, shall be
deported. Such loyal citizens are known by
their deeds. They are readily recognized.
They can easily establish their right to be
placed apart from their undesirable fellow
countrymen. They have the right to stay,
and every Canadian will welcome their
presence.
Lubomyr Y. Luciuk, In fear of the barbed wire fence: Canada’s first national
internment operations and the Ukrainian Canadians, 1914–1920 (Kingston,
ON: Kashtan Press, 2001), pp. 45–47. Reproduced with the permission of
Lubomyr Luciuk.
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American Consul’s report on
the internment of enemy aliens
Excerpt from a report written by American Consul G. Willrich
dated December 29, 1916.
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Report
29 December 1916
The prisoners in Canadian Internment Camps came to the Dominion as
peaceful emigrants and the great majority of them at least have been
good, law abiding residents since their arrival, doing their bit to
further the development of its great resources. In other words, these
men now held as prisoners, as a class, are good, sturdy, inoffensive
men, able and willing to work, most of them desirous [hopeful] of becoming Canadian citizens. The idea, therefore, of a treatment of such men
as quasi-criminals seems contrary to the very best interests of the
Dominion, and the temporary saving, which may be effected by the payment, or rather allowance, of such pittance as 25 cents per day for a
full day’s work, not even payable to them or to their families in full,
seems to be as inexpedient [impractical] as unjust, the former because
men will not render [perform] a day’s work for that amount, even when
pretending to do so; unjust because most of these men had good profitable work prior to their internment and families to support which are
now punished more than they are. There is no doubt in my mind, that at
the present moment, the great majority of the prisoners at Spirit Lake
[internment camp in Québec] could safely be returned to their homes
and families, and that such return would be more profitable to Canada
in the end than their retention in the camps as unwilling workers or
strikers.
{Signed)
G. Willrich
Lubomyr Y. Luciuk, In fear of the barbed wire fence: Canada’s first national internment operations and the Ukrainian Canadians, 1914–1920 (Kingston,
ON: Kashtan Press, 2001), pp. 75–76. Reproduced with the permission of Lubomyr Luciuk.
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Internee Nick Sakaliuk
describes his arrest
Excerpt from an interview with camp internee Nick Sakaliuk,
recorded in 1978.
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Nick Sakaliuk (1978):
“They told me that I had been arrested because I was trying to illegally escape Canada and because there was a war on and I was an
Austrian. I told them that I was not an Austrian. They then asked
me where I came from and I told them; as well I let them know that
I was a Ukrainian. They just repeated that as an Austrian citizen I
was their enemy. I lost all of my rights. They didn’t doubt where I
said I came from but they found it useful to lock up us all as enemies.”

Endowment Council of the Canadian First World War Internment Recognition Fund, The affirmation of witnesses: The causes and consequences
of Canada’s first national internment operations, 1914–1920 (Banff, AB: Kashtan Press, 2011), p. 21. Reproduced with the permission of Lubomyr Luciuk.
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Editorial on the fairness of
internment
Excerpt from a letter signed by six Ukrainian-Canadian
newspaper editors that was drafted after a mass meeting held
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, on July 17, 1916.
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Winnipeg, Manitoba
17 July 1916
The Ukrainians … of Western Canada … have found themselves heavily handicapped since the outbreak of the war by the fact of their
Austrian birth which has led … the Dominion Government, as well as
Canadian employers of labour, to unjustly class them as Austrians,
and therefore enemy aliens. Many have been interned, although they
are no more in sympathy with the enemy than are the Poles [Polish people], for they are as distinct a nationality … which hopes to
emerge from the war in the enjoyment of a wide measure of national
autonomy [independence] … [yet] Ukrainians in Canada are treated as
enemy Austrians. They are persecuted [punished], by thousands they
are interned, they are dismissed from their employment, and their
applications for work are not entertained [considered]. And why?
For only one reason, that they were so unhappy as to be born into
the Austrian bondage [control by Austria-Hungary] ….
Frances Swyripa and John Herd Thompson (eds.), Loyalties in conflict: Ukrainians in Canada during the Great War (Edmonton, AB: Canadian
Institute of Ukrainian Studies—University of Alberta, 1983), pp. 166–168. Reproduced with the permission of CIUS Press.
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Report on internment
operations: 1914–1920
Excerpt from a report written by Major-General Sir William
Otter, director of Canada’s internment operations during World
War I regarding internment operations from 1914-1920. The
report was published in 1921.
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Report on Internment Operations
1921
Of the total interned not more than 3138 could be correctly classed
as prisoners of war, that is captured “in arms” or belonging to enemy “reserves,” the remainder being “civilians” who under the Hague
Regulations became liable to internment if considered to be “agents”
attached to, the army or persons whose “activity is of service in
the war.”
It is also suspected that the tendency of municipalities to “unload”
their indigent [poor people] was the cause of the confinement [internment] of not a few.
{Signed}
Sir William Otter
Major-General
Gregorovich, J. B. (ed.), Ukrainian Canadians in Canada’s wars: Materials for Ukrainian Canadian history (Toronto, ON: Ukrainian Canadian
Research Foundation, 1983), p. 80.
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Excerpt from a book written by historian Orest T.
Martynowych entitled Ukrainians in Canada: The Formative
Period, 1891–1924, published in 1991.

Comments in brackets are not part of the original document. They have been added to assist the reader with difficult words.

The assassination of the archduke was greeted with dismay by the Ukrainian
Catholic clergy in Canada, who like other Catholic clergy had continued to celebrate Catholic Habsburgs. To no one’s surprise, several days after the tragedy in
Sarajevo, Bishop Budka held a special requiem [mass for the dead] in memory
of the assassinated archduke. Then, on 27 July, hours after the Austro-Hungarian
consul-general declared an amnesty [pardon] for all Austrian army deserters and
draft evaders and appealed to all Austrian reservists to return to the “Fatherland,”
the bishop issued the most controversial pastoral letter of his fifteen-year term
in Canada. In it he not only expressed a profound sense of loss as a result of
the untimely death….but lamented that the emperor, “our peace-loving … dear
old monarch,” would be denied the privilege of a quiet and peaceful death and
declared that “whoever is called should go to defend the threatened Fatherland.
“ Those who had decided to remain in Canada permanently were also urged to
help the “old Fatherland” in any way they could. Although the bishop’s letter was
issued more than a week before Britain entered the war and two weeks before she
declared war on Austria-Hungary, and although it was also motivated by concern for the fate of Ukrainian culture—“perhaps we shall have to defend Galicia
against seizure by Russia with her greedy appetite for Ruthenians”—when Britain did finally enter the war, the letter was incorrectly construed [interpreted] by
many as an expression of anti-British sentiment.
… On 6 August, two days after Britain declared war on Germany, the bishop
issued a second pastoral letter in which he explained that the first was written
“when few believed that [the war] would spread to other states.” He warned the
faithful that it “no longer serves any purpose and must not be read publicly,” and
urged them “to join the colours of our new fatherland … which has taken us to its
bosom [chest] and given us protection under the banner of liberty of the British
Empire.”
Orest T. Martynowych, Ukrainians in Canada: The Formative Period, 1891–1924 (Edmonton, AB: Canadian Institute of
Ukrainian Studies Press, 1991), pp. 317–318. Reproduced with the permission of CIUS Press.
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Motivations and justifications
for internment
Excerpt from a letter to the editor written by historian Orest
Martynowych, published in The Ukrainian Weekly on April 9,
1988.
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Immediately after the outbreak of war many more [Ukrainian labourers] were
fired because “patriotic employers and laborers refused to work with natives of
enemy states. While some Ukrainian laborers responded to this turn of events
by organizing street demonstrations, others headed for the American border in
search of work. Robert Borden, the Canadian prime minister, was prepared to
let these hungry and unemployed men enter the United States, but the Colonial
Office in London insisted that Canada must detain all “aliens of enemy nationality.” The British feared that many of these men, especially those who were
military reservists, would drift back to Germany and Austria via the neutral
United States. Hence the introduction of internment operations in Canada.
Thus the overwhelming majority of Ukrainian internees were young, single,
property-less, unemployed, un-naturalized [without Canadian citizenship]. They
were interned while trying to cross the American border or because municipal
councils, which were unable or unwilling to provide relief for them, insisted
that they represented a threat to civil order. It is necessary to bear in mind
that for many of these men internment was the only alternative to starvation.
There is evidence that at least some hungry and unemployed Ukrainian laborers sought to be interned and that they were not eager to be released from the
internment camp.
Lubomyr Luciuk, Righting an injustice:The debate over redress for Canada’s first national internment operations (Toronto, ON: The Justinian Press, 1994), pp. 66–67.
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Economic misfortune and
Ukrainian internment
Excerpt from a journal article written by historian Peter
Melnycky in 1983 entitled “The Internment of Ukrainians in
Canada.”
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… Anglo-Canadian prejudices, which had developed against the Ukrainians
at the turn of the century, intensified during the war years. Anglo-Canadians
doubted the Ukrainians’ innermost loyalties and made little effort to ascertain
[find out] their true sentiments [feelings]. Consequently, although they had
been a subject and oppressed people within Austria-Hungary, the Ukrainians
were considered a dangerous element [people], capable of hostile acts against
Canada and Britain on behalf of the Central Powers.
The main reason behind the internment of Ukrainians, however, was economic
misfortune…. Unemployment among Ukrainians in western Canada reached
crisis proportions, and the federal internment camps became centres for those
who faced destitution….
According to first-person accounts, most former Ukrainian camp inmates were
interned as a result of trying to enter the United States in search of work, as
was common at harvest time, without the required documentation.
Peter Melnycky, “The Internment of Ukrainians in Canada,” in Frances Swyripa and John Herd Thompson (eds.),
Loyalties in conflict: Ukrainians in Canada during the Great War (Edmonton, AB: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian
Studies—University of Alberta, 1983), pp. 3–4.
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